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Brave! Factory Festival in Kyiv: a very 
special music festival 
 

„You can’t shade something that’s shining so bright“ — the motto that has 
been sprayed on the wall suits Kyiv. The city has gone through rapid and 
grave changes in the past years, not only optically or in case of nightlife, but 
also regarding the mentality of its inhabitants. They understand themselves 
as part of a united, big Europe, a proud, independent country and as an own 
island, neither „typically EU-European“ nor „Soviet“. 

Brave Factory is a Festival organized by the owners of Kyiv’s Closer club. The 
club has become known in the electronic scene and has brought Kyiv on the 



European clubbing map alongside the „Schema“ party series. The special 
thing about Brave! Factory Festival is its location: an active factory where 
during working days the Kyiv metro is built. Where underground wagons are 
built and repaired all year long a little own cosmos of artworks, music and 
industrial buildings emerges each year since 2017 in late summer. There are 
only few closed doors and much to discover on the big factory premises: six 
stages where artists from Ukraine and all over the globe perform non stop 
from Saturday evening to Monday morning. In 2019 the line-up sees local 
stars like Alina Pash or Nastia, who have reached cult status in their home 
country, but also a selection of international acts like Shortparis, Marcel 
Dettmann or Anthony Rother. 
 

It is Saturday night, a warm summer night in Kyiv. We sit in an Uber mini bus 
that brings us to an industrial area at Kyiv’s city limits. About one kilometer 
before the entrance our ride ends: „Probka“ — traffic jam. We pay, get off the 
car and walk towards the ticket control. As we go around the corner we 
already see a long line queuing several hundred meters down the street. 
Compared to Berlin’s clubs we realize: many visitors are much younger, at the 
beginning or middle of their twenties. Everywhere around lively 
conversations in Russian or Ukrainian, sometimes we hear English. 
Something that has become a problem in many other European capital cities 
is rather new to the Kyiv scene: tourism and party jetset. 



Entering the festival site — or factory site — big light letters welcome us: 
„Brave!“. The name is indicative: Many collectives, musicians, artists, activists 
and citizens have stood against corruption, oligarchs and inequality in the 
country during and after the revolution. When going out, like at Brave!, they 
create an own world of creative music, outfits and artworks, a little world 
feeling connected to the international scene and far apart political unrests, 
war and worries. Many visitors of the festival have gathered at the Tokar stage 
at the beginning of the festival ground. In a few moments Shortparis will 
perform here. The Russian band has become quite famous during the last 
years and has played sold out shows in cities like Berlin. The big roof under 
which the stage and the dance floor are located is bursting at the seams, even 
around the tent a crowd of people has come together. When the band starts 
playing a special atmosphere spreads with the sounds of the first song, an 
atmosphere the group have made themselves a name for. The concert is the 
first highlight of the night. 

At the same time Alina Pash performs at the Cement stage, who already gave 
a concert in the streets of Kyiv earlier this day. It is independence day, the 
whole city is out. Her spectacular show with dancers and video projections is 
celebrated by the audience, free of political discourses. 

At Angar stage, a factory hall, energetic techno is running all night long, 
accompanied by stunning light effects. The next morning we will be surprised 
how small the (still quite big) hall looks in the daylight. In general the work of 
the light and sound technicians at the festival is impressive: all stages have a 
high-end sound, Berghain resident Oskar Offermann plays on a Function One 
sound system that is used in many renowned clubs. The festival site is 
imposingly illuminated and filled with art installations. 



 
At early morning we get back to the city to rest a while. Leaving the festival 
site we discover a synthesizer everyone is invited to play with. Several visitors 
have gathered around it trying different sounds. Later we go back to round 
two of the festival after a breakfast coffee. Some have stayed all night long and 
now drink coffee or relax in the sun. The atmosphere is different than at 
night, more chill, sunnier, but not less interesting. At the Garden stage, where 
experimental live sets took place at night, now disco and soul records have 
attracted the first dancers. All around there are little festival newspapers 
presenting topics like „useful Ukrainian phrases for going out“. 
 



The countless sun chairs, beanbags and relaxing corners are popular now. 
Later Oskar Offermann plays a b2b set with Edward at the Depo stage, the 
dance floor is full and everyone dances happily into the last night of the 
festival. Detroit in Effect finally brings the climax of the evening, the crowd 
cheers, dances and follows the words of the American ghetto house producer 
who has become famous with tracks like „Are You Married?“. 

After midnight the bar is almost sold out, even water is not available anymore. 
Many of the clubbers do not care and celebrate until lunchtime on Monday. 
The festival offers countless surprises, installations inviting to rest and 
explore, and above all a variety of artists making alternative and/or electronic 
music and a crowd enjoying a good sound and atmosphere. Many visitors at 
Brave! come from Kyiv and Ukraine, but English can be heard again and 
again across the festival. At the moment it is surely one of the most 
interesting and creative festivals in Eastern Europe and will hopefully keep its 
charm that makes it so special for many years to come. 
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